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A FFT technique for discrimination between faults and magnetizing inrush currents in power transformers Kourosh Mousavi Takami1



Index: inrush currents, discrimination, phasor, relay Abstract: This paper presents the development of a FFT scheme, for distinguishing between transformer inrush currents and power system fault currents, which proved to provide a reliable, fast, and computationally efficient tool. The operating time of the scheme is less than half the power frequency cycle (based on a 20-kHz sampling rate). In this work, a fast furier transform concept is presented. Feature extraction and method of discrimination between transformer inrush and fault currents is derived. A 63/20-kV & 10MVA transformer connected to a 63-kV power system was simulated using the MATLAB. The generated data were used by the MATLAB to test the performance of the technique as to its speed of response, computational burden and reliability. The proposed scheme proved to be reliable, accurate, and fast. The inrush current of transformers often result in a malfunction of the differential relay and also causes a stress impact to the [email protected]



transformer. These have an adverse effect on the security and stability of the power system. In this paper, a simple suppressing method is proposed to suppress the inrush current of transformers. The method is very useful for both single-phase and threephase transformers. 1-Introduction



An inrush current is a transient current that results from a sudden change in the exciting voltage across a transformer's windings. It may cause inadvertent operation of the protective relay system and necessitate strengthening of the transformer's mechanical structure. Since the magnetizing branch representing the core appears as a shunt element in the transformer equivalent circuit, the magnetizing current upsets the balance between the currents at the transformer terminals, and is therefore experienced by the differential relay as a “false” differential current. The relay, however, must remain stable during inrush conditions. In addition, from the standpoint of the transformer lifetime, tripping-out during inrush conditions is
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Feeder 4



Internal faults: all currents approximately in phase. External faults: one current approximately out of phase. Select major current contributors and check their positions against the sum of all the remaining currents. Current
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Distribution



when fault currents flow through a power transformer with a phase shift between
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Feeder 5



quick saturation possible due to large magnitude saturation easier to detect security required only if saturation detected



2-Fault
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In large currents •



It is cleared that zero sequence currents circulating around the delta secondary balance zero sequence currents in the primary phases. The magnitude of ground fault current contributed from the secondary depends upon the relative impedances of the transformer and the path back to the source. Note that no fault currents flow out of the secondary winding. It is evident that the paths and magnitudes of the phase currents contributing to the fault current can be quite complex to determine. In every case, the principle of balance between the ampere-turns on the primary and secondary windings on a phase-by-phase basis holds good. A zig-zag connected transformer are a special type normally having a primary winding only and provides a grounded neutral equivalent where the transformer connections preclude the passage of ground currents for phase-ground faults, as in a delta-delta connected transformer.



Feeder 2



Transformers can be step-up or step-down, single secondary, double secondary or tertiary wound. Double secondaries may have different ratings and voltages and supply load to independent secondary systems. The third winding (tertiary) in a three winding transformer is often a deltaconnected winding that provides a path for third harmonic currents via the neutral, or for zero sequence current flows for ground fault conditions. For fault analysis purposes, transformers are often represented as positive and zero sequence equivalent impedances in symmetrical component representation; negative sequence impedances can be taken as being the same as positive sequence for transformers. During an external fault Saturation of the CTs creates a current unbalance and violates the differential principle. In low currents • saturation possible due to dc offset • saturation very difficult to detect • more security required



primary and secondary, the current distribution for an unbalanced fault on the secondary can result in an effective change in the fault type. (See figures of 1and 2)



Feeder 3



a very undesirable situation (breaking a current of a pure inductive nature generates high over voltage that may jeopardize the insulation of a transformer and be an indirect cause of an internal fault). A novel approach to reducing the inrush current of power transformer, by increasing the transient inductance of the primary coil by changing the distribution of the coil winding is presented [3].
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Figure1: Sample External Fault (Feeder 4) - severe CT saturation after 1.5msec 3-Magnetizing



Inrush



The magnitude of the transformer inrush current is dependent upon the size of transformer and can attain 8-12 times the rated full load current. It must be accounted for in assigning suitable settings to over current relays or selecting



transformer primary fuse sizes, along with the prefault load currents. 25 20 15 10 5 0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25
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Figure2: Sample three-phase fault currents



Fig.3. the flux/current (saturation) characteristic determines the magnitude of the magnetizing and inrush current for (a) symmetrical and (b) unsymmetrical core fluxes. Note: (a) and (b) have different scale factors [1].



The representative current magnitude is used to test the acceptability of device settings. The current is represented as a spike of a given magnitude lasting for nominally 0.1 secs duration. It is apparent that the settings of instantaneous overcurrent relays are the most likely to be of concern since they will respond to such a short duration of abnormal current flow. The reason for this current rush is to be found in characteristic shape of magnetism curve of transformer core steel, which is shown in Fig. 1, and from this it will be seen that the no load current at unsymmetrical core flux is increased (Fig. 3(b)) very high as compared with current under symmetrical core flux (Fig. 3(a)). The initial value of this inrush current is principally determined by the point of voltage wave at which switching in occurs, but it is also partly dependent on magnitude and polarity of residual flux, which may be left in the core after previous switching out. This residual flux is influence by transformer core material characteristic, core gap factor, winding capacitance, circuit breaker, chopping characteristics and other capacitances connected to the transformer [1]. As shown in Fig. 4, at the instant of switching in, if the voltage be zero, the residual flux will be maximum and the peak transient core flux will be more than twice of normal condition flux and this produces a high magnitude and asymmetrical inrush current (Fig. 5).



Fig.4.core flux showing worst energization case for this residual condition [1]. 4-Capability a power transformer on a transmission system is considered to be subject to frequent faults during its lifetime. The mechanical and thermal impact on then transformer windings of repeated faults is cumulative and allowance is made for this fact. The fault withstand capability is dependent upon the rating and transformer impedance; the higher the impedance the lower the withstand capability. Transformer inrush currents are known to cause problems for sensitive protection functions applied to a power transformer itself, or in a near vicinity of a transformer. Inrush currents contain significant and slowly decaying dc components. This makes CT saturation plausible causing problems for associated relays. Sensitive protection functions that respond to currents are particularly affected.



Sample magnetizing of inrush current in 400/230/63 KV power TR. 1500
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Figure5: Sample magnetizing inrush current (a) Second harmonic ratio (b) and comparison of many harmonics (1, 2 and 4th) (c) First reviews impact of transformer inrush currents on four protection functions. For each category the problem is reviewed and quantified. First, impact of the combination of inrush currents and saturated CTs on sensitive ground over current protection is addressed. During inrush, any CT error would demonstrate itself as a spurious zero- or negative-sequence current. Such spurious signals could last hundreds of milliseconds or longer. As a result, if set, these sensitive over current functions could pickup and operate even if set to use a time delay before tripping. Second, an impact of inrush currents combined with CT saturation on Restricted Ground Fault (RGF) protection. The RGF, if implemented as a low-impedance scheme



integrated with a multi-function transformer relay, faces stability problems. Being sensitive, the function responds to small unbalances in the 4 currents of the zone (ABC + N). Under CT saturation, spurious unbalance is possible when energizing a transformer jeopardizing security of the scheme. Third, an impact of inrush of step-up transformer on generator protection. This includes both the main stator differential, and so-called “zero-sequence” differential functions. These protections, if set sensitive, are exposed to problems related to CT saturation during long lasting inrush currents of the step-up transformer. Fourth, distance zones, if set too far – as compared with the amount of inrush current – could pickup spuriously when energizing a large power transformer. This may result in false operations particularly via instantaneously tripping tele protection schemes, before the inrush current gets a chance to decay substantially. The paper delivers analysis of the above phenomena and provides practical application guidelines regarding settings and scheme logic. Problems and solutions presented are illustrated with field records. The classical second harmonic restraint compares the magnitude of the second harmonic with the magnitude of the fundamental frequency component. By following this traditional approach one neglects the other dimension of the derived ratio — the phase relation. It is obvious that the second harmonic rotates twice as fast as the fundamental frequency phasor. This obstacle is, however, easy to overcome. Thus, the question has been asked: Can the angle between the second and first harmonics of the magnetizing current, in addition to the amplitude ratio alone, provide better recognition between magnetizing inrush currents and internal fault currents? Seeking the answer the following decision (discriminating) signal has been adopted:



I 21 =



I I2 = 2 p (arg(I 2 ) − 2 ⋅ arg(I 1 )) (1) jωt I1 I1 ⋅e



Where: I2 second harmonic phasor rotating at 2 ω ( ω - system radian frequency), I1 first harmonic phasor rotating at ω .



The quantity (1) is referenced with respect to the angle and angular velocity of the second harmonic (by subtracting the phase of the first harmonic multiplied by the factor of 2). In the steady-state, both the



magnitude and the argument of the complex number I21 are constant.



5-Fast Fourier Transform: The continuous Fourier transform is defined as ∞



f (v) = Ft [ f (t )](v) =



∫ f (t )e



− 2π i v t



dt



(2)



−∞



Now consider generalization to the case of a discrete function, by letting f k ≡ f (t k ) , where t k ≡ k∆ , with k = 0,..., N − 1 Writing this out gives the discrete Fourier transform N −1 Fn = Fk [{ f k }k =0 ](n) as Fk ≡ ∑k =0 f k e N −1



−2 π i n k / N



(3)



The inverse transform f k = Fn−1 [{Fn }nN=−01 ](k ) is then:



fk =



N −1



1 N



∑F e n =0



k



2 π i k n/ N



(4)



into And break up a transform of length using the two transforms of length identity:



(5) Discrete Fourier transforms are extremely useful because they reveal periodicities in input data as well as the relative strengths of any periodic components. There are a few subtleties in the interpretation of discrete Fourier transforms, however. In general, the discrete Fourier transform of a real sequence of numbers will be a sequence of complex numbers of the same length. In particular, if are real, then and are related by FN − n = Fn for n = 0 , 1, ..., N − 1 . This means that the component F0 is always real for real data. 6-Evaluation



6-1 Analytical evaluation



In order to evaluate the recognition power of the quantity I21 the simplified inrush current model shown in Figure 5 has been assumed and both the amplitude ratio and phase angle difference between the second and first harmonics have been derived analytically (similarly to equation (1)). It was concluded that the angle assumes the value very close to either +90 or –90 degrees. The calculations have been repeated for the waveform model that included a decaying dc component of its time constant varied within a wide range. Again, we obtained the analytical proof that the phase angle difference between the second and first harmonics is close to 90 degrees regardless of the amplitude ratio dropping below 20%. To illustrate this, Figure 7 shows a trajectory of the quantity I21 (a time series of points resulting from the data window sliding along the current waveform shown in Figure 5). As one can see, even though the second harmonic ratio drops almost to zero, the trajectory progresses along the –90-degree line. It is worth noticing that on the complex plane of I21, the traditional second harmonic operating region is a circle with the radius of 0.15-0.20. As a result, the traditional relay would falsely trip for this case. 6-2 Statistical evaluation The algorithm has been tested using numerous waveforms obtained by simulation and from recordings on physical made-toscale transformers. The following factors ensure diversity of the considered cases: both wye-delta and wye-wye connections have been taken into account, energization from both wye and delta windings have been considered, energization onto an internal fault has been considered, various inrush factors have been taken into account (weak and strong energizing systems, random residual magnetism, random point-on-wave when energizing, etc.). The performed analysis has showed improved discrimination ability of the new algorithm comparing with the traditional second harmonic restraint.



To illustrate this, Figure 8 shows a histogram of the new decision signal for numerous inrush cases for energizing from both wye and delta windings. As seen from the figure, the values of the complex second harmonic ratio cluster along the ±90-degree lines. The obtained characteristic has the following distinctive features: If the angle of I21 is close to 0 or 180 degrees, the inrush restraint is removed immediately regardless of the magnitude of the second harmonic · If the angle is close to ±90 degrees the delay before removing the restraint depends on the amount of the second harmonic: for low ratios of the second harmonic, the delay is very short; while for ratios close to 20% is rises to 5-6 cycles; this is enough to prevent mal operation due to low values of the second harmonic during inrush conditions. 90
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Figure9: Internal fault



7-Conclusions This paper presents a new inrush restraint algorithm for protection of power transformers. The algorithm is an extension of the traditional second harmonic method - instead of measuring the ratio between the magnitudes of the second harmonic and the fundamental frequency component, the algorithm considers a ratio between the phasors of the second and the fundamental frequency components of the differential signal. The new decision signal has been proposed together with the appropriate operating region. The operating region is made dynamic in order to maximize the relay performance on internal faults. With this method, enhances the relay stability during magnetizing inrush conditions maintaining at the same time - the performance on internal faults. 8-Reference:



Figure8: Inrush pattern
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